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Multi-pass inkjet printheads can deliver higher quality results. AccuRIP CP (Canon) uses
AccuRIP DP (Canon) Black Ink to make that happen. AccuRIP DP (Canon) Black Ink is an

inkjet printhead multipass technology that delivers high quality results using color and black
inkjet printheads. It features 4800 separate nozzles in one printhead. AccuRIP CP (Canon)
also uses the Dmax ink, ink refills, and all the equipment that comes standard with your

Dmax CP (Canon) printers only best ', except ours is better. Up to a alongside many others,
saving you money for new and reconditioned inkjet printss only best ', except ours is better.

Up to a alongside many others, saving you money for new and reconditioned inkjet
printheads. Enjoy more work in less time with AccuRIP Black Pearl CP (Canon). Streamline
your workflow with the built-in cloner and the ability to both print directly or save files with
or without a press mark. Black Pearl enables you to print from any combination of available

in slot. Print directly through AccuRIP Emerald or save files with or without press marks
printing through your favorite graphics application and RIP to hundreds of inkjet and DTS

printers. Freehand has been at the forefront of the media industry for over 25 years and this
equipment is designed specifically for pros who have a global footprint to fulfill 24/7. Dream
it. Do it. With AccuRIP Black Pearl, Create it. Freehand. AccuRIP Ruby, Black Pearl, and Black
Pearl SE has been discontinued being replaced/enhanced by AccuRIP Emerald. Ruby, Black
Pearl, and SE users are welcome to upgrade to the latest version. While Ruby, Black Pearl,
and SE are no longer available the software will continue to operate on a healthy computer
environment. Technical Support remains FREE. What has ended is the Parachute Protection

for Ruby, Black Pearl, and SE to reactivate after a crash or hard drive reformatting, or to
move the software to a new operating systemany loss of control over the license requires an

upgrade. Contact tech support online with any questions.
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